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Importance sampling in rate-sharing networks

ABSTRACT
We consider a network supporting elastic traffic, where the service capacity is shared among
the various classes according to an alpha-fair sharing policy. Assuming Poisson arrivals and
exponentially distributed service requirements for each class, the dynamics of the user
population may be described by a Markov process. We focus on the probability that, given the
network is in some state n0 at time 0, the network is in some set of states A (not containing n0)
at time T. In particular, we assume that the underlying event is rare, i.e., the probability of
interest is small. As in general no explicit expressions are known for this probability, an
attractive approach may be to resort to Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation. However, due to the rarity
of the event under consideration, MC simulation is infeasible. A natural approach to speed up
the simulation is to use Importance Sampling (IS). We present an IS algorithm to accelerate the
simulation that is based on large deviations results. With extensive simulation experiments we
assess the performance of the algorithm; under rather general conditions a considerable speed-
up is achieved.
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Importane Sampling in Rate-Sharing Networks
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AbstratWe onsider a network supporting elasti traÆ, where the servie apaity is sharedamong the various lasses aording to an alpha-fair sharing poliy. Assuming Poisson ar-rivals and exponentially distributed servie requirements for eah lass, the dynamis of theuser population may be desribed by a Markov proess. We fous on the probability that,given the network is in some state n0 at time 0, the network is in some set of states A(not ontaining n0) at time T . In partiular, we assume that the underlying event is rare,i.e., the probability of interest is small. As in general no expliit expressions are known forthis probability, an attrative approah may be to resort to Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation.However, due to the rarity of the event under onsideration, MC simulation is infeasible. Anatural approah to speed up the simulation is to use Importane Sampling (IS). We presentan IS algorithm to aelerate the simulation that is based on large deviations results. Withextensive simulation experiments we assess the performane of the algorithm; under rathergeneral onditions a onsiderable speed-up is ahieved.Categories and Subjet DesriptorsC.4 [Performane of systems℄: Design Studies; D.4.8 [Performane℄: Queueing TheoryGeneral TermsDesign, PerformaneKeywordsAlpha-fair sharing, Importane sampling, Rare events
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1 IntrodutionOver the past several years the Proessor-Sharing (PS) disipline has been widely used forevaluating the ow-level performane of elasti data transfers ompeting for bandwidth on asingle bottlenek link. In a multi-link setting, bandwidth-sharing networks as onsidered bye.g. Massouli�e & Roberts [13℄ provide a natural extension for modeling the dynami interationamong ompeting elasti ows.It is well-known that the queue length distribution in a single-server PS system with Pois-son arrivals has a simple geometri distribution that only depends on the servie requirementdistribution through its mean. The distribution of the number of ative users in bandwidth-sharing networks with several nodes has, in ontrast, remained generally intratable, even forexponentially distributed servie requirements. Bonald & Massouli�e [5℄ established the ruialresult that the wide family of alpha-fair bandwidth-sharing poliies as introdued by Mo & Wal-rand [14℄ ahieve stability under the simple ondition that no individual link is overloaded. Thefamily of alpha-fair poliies overs several ommon notions of fairness as speial ases, suh asmax-min fairness (�!1), Proportional Fairness (�! 1), and maximum throughput (� # 0).In [15℄ it has also been shown that the ase � = 2, with additionally lass weights set inverselyproportional to the respetive round trip times, provides a reasonable modeling abstration forthe bandwidth sharing realized by TCP (Transmission Control Protool) in the Internet.In this paper we onsider a network operating under a alpha-fair sharing poliy. Sine theservie rate alloated to a ow is restrited in pratie, we impose lass-dependent aess-linkrate limitations, similar as in [2℄. Assuming Poisson arrivals and exponentially distributed servierequirements for eah lass, the dynamis of the user population may be desribed by a Markovproess.An essential requirement of modern bandwidth-sharing networks is their apability of pro-viding a variety of Quality-of-Servie (QoS) guarantees, where QoS is usually expressed in termof onstraints on a set of performane measures, suh as mean transfer delays, but also theprobability that there are many ows (per lass) ative in the network. Typially, suh a proba-bility is required to be below some small threshold, as this an prevent ows from experieninglarge delays. Motivated by this, we analyze in this paper the probability that, given that thenetwork is in some spei� state n0 at time 0, the network is in some set of states A after someprede�ned time T . In partiular, we assume that the underlying event is rare, i.e., this proba-bility is small. As in general no expliit expressions are known for the probability of interest, anattrative approah may be to resort to Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation. In general, one may saythat the number of runs needed to obtain an estimate with prede�ned auray and on�dene,is inversely proportional to the probability to be estimated [10℄, implying that MC simulationis infeasible due to the rarity of the event under onsideration. A natural method to aeleratethe simulation is to use Importane Sampling (IS). The idea underlying IS is to simulate thesystem with a new set of input probability distributions, i.e., new interarrival and servie timedistributions, suh that the rare event beomes more likely, and then to orret the simulationoutput with appropriate likelihood ratios, in order to obtain an unbiased estimate.To obtain promising new input distributions we �rst identify the most probable path (MPP)for the event to our. Informally speaking, given that this rare event ours, with overwhelmingprobability it will happen by a path lose to this MPP. For the M/M/1-PS queue the MPP is
2



already known [16℄, whereas this is not the ase for a general alpha-fair sharing network. Wedevelop an approah for deteting the MPP, that exploits the large deviations results of [16℄.The underlying idea is that loally the ow-level dynamis of a partiular lass in the networkan be approximated as a M/M/1-PS queue. It is noted that, in ontrast to the M/M/1-PSqueue where the most likely path has a linear shape, in ase of a general alpha-fair sharingnetwork the MPP has a non-linear shape. The path is then subsequently translated into newinput distributions, that are suh that the event under onsideration ours by realizations loseto this MPP.Extensive numerial experiments indiate that the above approah is quite e�etive: weare able to estimate probabilities up to 10�13 quikly. It is emphasized that we do not provethat our IS tehnique is asymptotially optimal or asymptotially eÆient [6℄. The numerialexperiments, however, suggest that the IS sheme is lose is to being asymptotially optimal.The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2 we �rst provide a detailedmodel desription, disuss the use of IS, and present a key large deviations theorem. Setion 3deals with the M/M/1-PS queue, whih is in fat a speial ase of our network. In Setion 4we derive (that is, approximate, but the approximation an be made arbitrarily lose) the MPPfor a rare event to our in a general alpha-fair sharing network, by exploiting the results of theM/M/1-PS queue. Setion 5 shows how one an translate this MPP into new input distributionsthat an be inorporated in an IS algorithm. The pseudo-ode of the IS algorithm is presented inan Appendix. Setion 6 examines the performane of the IS algorithm for two speial networks,and shows that the IS sheme performs well. Finally, Setion 7 onludes with some �nalobservations.
2 PreliminariesIn this setion we �rst desribe our queueing model. Next we disuss IS, a simulation tehniquedesigned for estimating rare event probabilities. Finally, we briey disuss some large deviationsresults, whih are needed in the analysis.
2.1 Queueing modelWe onsider a network onsisting of L nodes, where node j has apaity j , j = 1; : : : ; L. Thereare I lasses of users in the network, where eah lass orresponds to a spei� route in thenetwork. We assume that lass-i users arrive aording to a Poisson proess of rate �i, and havei.i.d. exponentially distributed servie requirements with mean ��1i , i = 1; : : : ; I. The arrivalproesses and servie distributions are all assumed to be independent. The traÆ load of lassi is then �i := �i=�i, i = 1; : : : ; I. If a user requires servie at multiple nodes, then we assumethat it is served at all nodes simultaneously. Let S(j) denote the set of lasses that requireservie at node j, j = 1; : : : ; L. Finally, let N(t) = (N1(t); : : : ; NI(t)) 2 N I0 be a vetor denotingthe state of the network at time t � 0, with Ni(t) representing the number of lass-i users attime t � 0.The network operates under a so-alled alpha-fair sharing poliy, as introdued in [14℄. Whenthe network is in state n = (n1; : : : ; nI) 6= 0, the servie rate x�i alloated to eah of the lass-i
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users is obtained by solving the following optimization problem:max PIi=1 Ui(xi)subjet to Pi2S(j) nixi � j ; j = 1; : : : ; Lover xi � 0; i = 1; : : : ; I;where the utility funtion Ui(xi) is de�ned by
Ui(xi) := ( �ini x1��i1�� if � 2 (0;1)nf1g;�ini log xi if � = 1:The �is are non-negative weights, and � 2 (0;1) an be interpreted as a fairness oeÆient. Theases �! 0, �! 1 and �!1 orrespond to alloations whih ahieve maximum throughput,proportional fairness, and max-min fairness, respetively. If � = 2 and �i is the reiproal ofthe square of the round-trip time on path i, then alpha-fair sharing approximates the alloationthat is ahieved by the ongestion avoidane algorithm of TCP.Let si(n) := nix�i denote the total servie rate alloated to lass i. Sine the rate alloatedto single ows is often restrited in pratie, we assume that the e�etive total rate alloated tolass-i users is [2℄di(n) := min fsi(n); nirig ;where ri an be thought of as the aess-link rate limitation for a lass-i ow, i = 1; : : : ; I.Then it an be proven that N(t) is a Markov proess with state spae N I0 , equipped withtransition rates:q(n; n+ ei) = �i; q(n; n� ei) = �(n); i = 1; : : : ; I;where �i(n) := �idi(n). Given that ri � i, i = 1; : : : ; I, i.e., given that there are no aess-linkrate limitations, Bonald and Massouli�e [5℄ showed the plausible result that N(t) is an ergodiMarkov proess ifXi2S(j) �i < j; j = 1; : : : ; L: (1)

Sine the down rates of our system di�er only for a �nite number of states from those in a similarsystem without rate limitations, it follows from Proposition 1 in [11℄ that N(t) is ergodi for allvalues of ri > 0, i = 1; : : : ; I, given that (1) holds. We emphasize that in general no expliitexpressions are known for the steady-state distribution of N(t).In this paper our goal is to estimateP := P(N(T ) 2 AjN(0) = n0);i.e., the probability that, given that network is in state n0 at time 0, the state of the networkat time T > 0 is ontained in set A. For example, here n0 might be a state where the networkoperates around most of the time, and A might be an `overow set':((x1; : : : ; xI) � 0j IXi=1 xi > b) ;
where b � 0 is a salar. 4



2.2 Importane SamplingAs in general no analytial expression for P is known, a natural approah to obtain an estimateof P is to perform simulation experiments. Let 
 = ffi; i = 1; 2; : : : g be the set of all paths f inthe evolution of the system, given that the system is in state n0 at time t = 0, i.e., f(0) = n0.Let 1x be an indiator of the event x, and p(f) the probability density funtion of the samplepath f . Then we obtain thatP = Z
 1f(T )2A p(f)df = E p �1f(T )2A� ; (2)where the subsript p indiates sampling from the density p. An unbiased estimate of (2) an beobtained by performing MC simulation, i.e., we run R independent simulations, with the systemstarting in state n0, and we determine
PMC := 1R RXi=1 1fi(T )2A;where fi is the path obtained in the i-th run. In ase n0 and A are suh that f(T ) 2 A oursrelatively often, then we an aurately estimate P in a relatively small amount of time by PMC.The number of runs needed to obtain an estimate with prede�ned auray and on�dene, isin general inversely proportional to the probability to be estimated, see e.g. [10℄.If n0 and A are suh that f(T ) 2 A is a rare event, then the above properties entail that weneed a large number of simulations to provide an aurate statistial estimate of P . In this asethe simulation an be aelerated by using IS. The idea underlying IS is to simulate the systemwith a new set of input probability distributions, suh that the rare event beomes more likely.To this end, let us onsider a new probability measure p0. Then, (2) is equivalent toP = Z
 1f(T )2A p(f)p0(f)p0(f)df= Z
 1f(T )2AL(f)p0(f)df= E p0 �1f(T )2AL(f)� ; (3)where L(f) := p(f)=p0(f) is alled the likelihood ratio. Note that (3) is valid for any densityp0(�), given that p0(f) > 0 for all f that are suh that f(T ) 2 A. Hene, an unbiased IS estimatoris given by
PIS := 1R RXi=1 1fi(T )2AL(fi);where fi is now simulated under the measure p0, with fi(0) = n0, i = 1; : : : ; R.Clearly, the simulation an be aelerated onsiderably if p0 is properly hosen, in the sensethat the number of runs needed to obtain an aurate statistial estimate of P with IS, isless ompared to the number of runs needed with MC simulation. Hene, IS an be seen asa variane-redution tehnique. We note, however, that not every hoie of p0 will redue thevariane. In fat, if p0 is badly hosen, then this may inrease the variane, or even make itin�nite. 5



In this paper we assume that n0 and A are suh that f(T ) 2 A is a rare event. As mentionedabove, in this ase MC simulation is unattrative, and one may resort to IS to obtain an estimateof P . We derive an IS sheme that onsiderably speeds up the simulation. This sheme is basedon sample-path large deviations results, see e.g. Shwartz and Weiss [16℄.
2.3 Large deviationsIn this subsetion we present large deviations results of Shwartz and Weiss [16℄, whih will beneeded in the next setions.Let X(t) be a Markovian jump proess with state spae R d , equipped with transition rates:q(x; x+ vi) =  i(x);where vi is a vetor in R d and  i(x) is the rate of the jump in that diretion when the state isx, i = 1; : : : ; k. Also, let Xn(t) := X(nt)=n, t � 0, n � 1, be the uid saled proess, whih isobtained by making the jumps smaller, but faster. De�ne the `loal' rate funtion

`(x; y) := sup�  h�; yi � kXi=1  i(x)�eh�;vii � 1�! ;
where x, y and � are in R d , and h�; �i denotes the usual inprodut: ha; bi :=Pdi=1 aibi. Finally,de�ne the rate funtionIT (f) := ( R T0 `(f(s); f 0(s))ds if f is absolutely ontinuous;1 otherwise;where f is in R d . The following sample-path large deviations priniple (LDP) now holds (seeTheorem 5.1 in [16℄).
Theorem 2.1 For any well-de�ned x0 and set F ,� limn!1 1n log P �Xn(�) 2 F jXn(0) = x0� = inff2F; f(0)=x0 IT (f):Remark: Intentionally, Theorem 2.1 has been formulated slightly impreise. In fat, the LDPonsists of an upper and lower bound, whih apply to losed and open sets, respetively, seeTheorem 5.1 in [16℄. However, for the purpose of the paper, it is suÆient to state the theoremas above. For more details we refer to Chapter 5 of [16℄.Let us write g(x) � h(x) when g(x)=h(x) ! 1 if x ! 1. Then it follows from the abovethat P �Xn(�) 2 F jXn(0) = x0� � g(n; F; x0)e�nIT (f�); n!1;where f� is the optimizing path in Theorem 2.1, and g(n; F; x0) is a subexponential funtion,i.e., limn!1 log g(n; F; x0)n = 0:
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From the above it follows that Theorem 2.1 only gives us the logarithmi asymptotis. Therefore,in general Theorem 2.1 does not provide us with any information on the funtion g(n; F; x0),whih implies that we an only use it to obtain a rough estimate of P �Xn(�) 2 F jXn(0) = x0�.In the next setion we apply Theorem 2.1 to the so-alled free M/M/1-PS proess.
3 Free M/M/1-PS proessWe �rst assume that X(t) orresponds to the free M/M/1-PS proess, i.e., the M/M/1-PS queuethat is not reeted at 0, meaning that the state spae of X(t) is Z (whereas the state spaeof a M/M/1-PS queue is N 0). We note that the ow-level dynamis of the M/M/1-PS queueoinide with those of the M/M/1-FIFO queue, whih also follows from the well-known propertythat both have the same steady-state queue length distribution. This implies that the resultsderived in this setion in fat also hold for the free M/M/1-FIFO proess.In this setion we treat the free M/M/1-PS proess, beause this plays a key role in theanalysis of a general alpha-fair sharing network, as we will see in Setion 4. This may soundsurprising, as the down rates orresponding to free M/M/1-PS proess are onstant, whereas thedown rates orresponding to a general alpha-sharing network are variable. The idea underlyingthis analysis is that we an loally approximate the ow-level dynamis of a partiular lass ina general alpha-fair sharing network by a free M/M/1-PS proess with lass-spei� arrival andservie rate, whih will be exploited in the next setions to obtain an estimate of P .Sine X(t) orresponds to the free M/M/1-PS proess, we have that X(t) = Xup(t) �Xdown(t), where Xup(t) is a Poisson proess of rate � and Xdown(t) is an independent Poissonproess of rate �. Assume that � < �, suh that X(t) has a negative drift. The transitionstruture of X(t) is then, in the terminology of Setion 2.3,v1 = +1;  1(x) = �;v2 = �1;  2(x) = �;with x 2 Z. Then,`(x; y) = `(y) = sup� n�y � ��e� � 1�� ��e�� � 1�o ;i.e., the loal rate funtion is independent of the urrent state x. Straightforward alulus showsthat the optimizer satis�es

e�� = y +py2 + 4��2� ;whih yields
`(y) = y log y +py2 + 4��2� !+ �+ ��py2 + 4��= : `(yj�; �):We now fous on the overow probabilityP(Xn(T ) > kjXn(0) = k0); 7



with k > k0. Using Theorem 2.1, we have thatP(Xn(T ) > kjXn(0) = k0) � e�nI� ;whereI� := inff2G; f(0)=k0 IT (f); with G := ff : f(T ) > kg:
In Lemma 5.16 of [16℄ it is shown that the MPP, i.e., the path f� in set G that minimizes IT ,is a straight line from k0 to k in the interval [0; T ℄, with ost

I� = IT (f�) = T � ` k � k0T ������; �!= T  k � k0T log k � k02T� + 12�r(k � k0)2T 2 + 4��!
+�+ ��r(k � k0)2T 2 + 4��!=: C (k � k0; T j�; �): (4)We now show that (4) an also be obtained in another way. First reall that the ost of aPoisson proess of rate � behaving like a Poisson proess of rate �� is, during one unit of time,~I(��j�) := �� log���� �+ �� ��;

see p. 20 of [16℄. Note that ~I(��j�) is the Legendre transform of the logarithmi MomentGenerating Funtion (MGF) of a random variable that has a Poisson distribution with mean �.Clearly, ~I(��j�) follows in the same way. Observe that indeed ~I(p�jp) = 0, p = �; �, as required.In order to have X(T ) > k, given that X(0) = k0, we should have that Xup (Xdown) behavesas a di�erent Poisson proess of rate �� (��), where (�� � ��)T > k � k0. We thus get theminimization problem:T min��;�� n~I(��j�) + ~I(��j�)o ;
over all ��; �� suh that (�� � ��)T > k � k0. Straightforward alulations yield that theoptimizers are

�� = k � k02T + 12r(k � k0)2T 2 + 4��;
�� = �k � k02T + 12r(k � k0)2T 2 + 4��; (5)and the orresponding objetive funtion value indeed equals (4).
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4 Most probable pathIn the previous setion we obtained an approximation for the overow probability in the M/M/1-PS queue (where we assumed that there was no reetion at 0). In this setion we use the sameideas to derive an approximation for P in a general alpha-fair sharing network.We �rst onsider the ost K (f; T ) of a path f , with f(0) = n0, in the interval [0; T ℄. We �ndthat
K (f; T ) = IXi=1 Z T0 ` �f 0i(t)j�i; �i(f(t))�dt:

From the logarithmi asymptotis stated in Theorem 2.1 it then follows that the followingapproximation applies:P = P(N(T ) 2 AjN(0) = n0)� exp�� inff :f(T )2A;f(0)=n0 K (f; T )� : (6)Let f� denote the path that minimizes the ost, i.e., the MPP. Sine the down rates in our modelare state-dependent, in ontrast to what is the ase for the free M/M/1-PS proess, the MPPin general has a non-linear shape. In fat, in general no losed-form expression is available forthe path that minimizes K (f; T ). Equation (6) suggests that we should try to �nd an aurateapproximation of f� to obtain an estimate of P , whih is done below.Divide T into n (whih is typially a large number) subintervals of length �n := T=n.Consider the ontribution to a path of the k-th subinterval, i.e., the interval [k�n; (k + 1)�n),for k = 0; : : : ; n � 1, and assume that the down rates are �i(f(k4n)), i = 1; : : : ; I, in thissubinterval. Then the ost of this time interval, related to lass i are given byC (fi((k + 1)�n)� fi(k�n);�nj�i; �i(f(k�n)):Hene, we �nd that the total ost K n(f; T ) areIXi=1 n�1Xk=0 C (fi((k + 1)�n)� fi(k�n);�nj�i; �i(f(k�n))):
Note that the higher the value of n, the more aurate the approximation will be, i.e.,limn!1 K n(f; T ) = K (f; T ):Using the above, we an approximate K (f; T ), for given n 2 N , by K n(f; T ). Also, the paththat minimizes K n(f; T ) an be regarded as an approximation of f�. In order to obtain thisapproximating path, optimization should be performed over all fi(j�n), i = 1; : : : ; I, j =0; : : : ; n, i.e., (n+ 1)I entries, given that f(0) = n0 and f(n�n) = f(T ) 2 A.Approximation (6) turns out not to be very aurate in general. Clearly, this is no surprise,as in Setion 2.3 we already argued that Theorem 2.1 just gives us the logarithmi asymptotis,and that we therefore have only a rough estimate of P .
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5 New input distributionsIn the previous setion we derived an approximation for P that required the alulation of anoptimizing path. This path an be regarded as an approximation for the most likely way for theevent to happen. That is, given that the event ours, with overwhelming probability N(T ) 2 Ais reahed by a path lose to this optimizing path. In this setion we show how we an exploitthe results of Setion 4 to develop methodology to obtain an aurate estimate of P .Assume that we have (an aurate approximation of) the MPPf� := arg inff :f(T )2A;f(0)=n0 K (f; T );as disussed in the previous setion. Suggested by (5), the following hange-of-measure at timet orresponds to f�:��i (t) := 12(f�i )0(t) + 12q((f�i )0(t))2 + 4�i�i(f�(t));��i (t) := �12(f�i )0(t) + 12q((f�i )0(t))2 + 4�i�i(f�(t));i = 1; : : : ; I. When, at time t � 0, the proess is simulated with arrival rates ��(t) and departurerates ��(t), given that the proess starts at n0 at t = 0, it is not hard to see that the i-thoordinate of the expeted position of the proess at time t isn0;i + Z t0 ��i (s)ds� Z t0 ��i (s)ds = f�i (0) + Z t0 (f�i )0(s)ds= f�i (t);i = 1; : : : ; I, i.e., the proess has the `orret' expeted position, under this hange-of-measure.In an Appendix we present an IS sheme that an be used to obtain an estimate of P . Thebasi idea underlying this sheme is to simulate the model with rates ��i (t) and ��i (t), i = 1; : : : ; I.Typially, we only know these rates at n+1 time points, as in general the MPP is not expliitlyknown, but it is approximated, see Setion 4. However, if one assumes the rates to be onstantbetween two onseutive time points, i.e., in a subinterval, then eah lass essentially behaves asa free M/M/1-PS proess with lass-spei� arrival and servie rate in this subinterval, whihis easy to simulate. For more details we refer to the Appendix.In the next setion we show that, ompared to MC simulation, this sheme an onsiderablyspeed up the simulation, given that the underlying event is rare. That is, the number of runsthat are needed to get some �xed level of on�dene with the IS sheme, is substantially lessthan the number of runs needed with MC simulation.
6 Simulation resultsIn this setion the performane of the IS algorithm is examined in ase of a single-node network(shared by multiple traÆ lasses) and a linear network, respetively. These are the two simplestnetworks, and therefore of partiular interest to gain insight. We have performed extensivesimulation experiments for eah of these two networks, and the results are presented below.We mention that, besides the results reported in this setion, we have onsidered many otherexamples, in whih usually a substantial speed-up is ahieved10



6.1 Single-node networkWe �rst onsider a single-node network with apaity , where apaity is shared between Ilasses. In order to obtain the alpha-fair alloation we have to solve the following optimizationproblem for state n 6= 0:max PIi=1 Ui(xi)subjet to PIi=1 nixi � over xi � 0; i = 1; : : : ; I;where Ui(xi) is de�ned as before. It is a straightforward exerise to show that the optimizersare suh that
si(n) = nix�i = �1=�i niPIj=1 �1=�j nj ; i = 1; : : : ; I: (7)

From (7) it follows that alpha-fair sharing in a single-node network orresponds to sharing ina disriminatory-proessor-sharing fashion, with relative weights �1=�i , i = 1; : : : ; I, see [8℄. We�nd [2℄ that
di(n) = min( �1=�i niPIj=1 �1=�j nj ; niri

) ; i = 1; : : : ; I:
The steady-state distribution of N(t) is only known in ase �i = � and ri � , i = 1; : : : ; I, i.e.,if all weights are equal and if the rate limitation for eah ow is at least as large as the apaityof the node, so that there is essentially no rate limitation.Then this model is equivalent to a proessor-sharing model, and it is straightforward toderive that the steady-state distribution of N(t) is [3℄

�(n) = �PIi=1 �i (n1 + � � �+ nI)!n1! : : : nI ! IYi=1��i �ni ; n 2 N I0 ;
given that the stability ondition PIi=1 �i <  holds.The �rst part of the IS algorithm onsists of �nding a MPP. We have performed numerialexperiments to gain insight on the typial shape of suh a minimizing path. We onsider thesetting with I = 2, �1 = 0:75, �2 = 1:5, �1 = 2, �2 = 4, �1=�1 = 1=3, �1=�2 = 2=3, r1 = 0:9,r2 = 0:8, and  = 1, and we let T , n0 and set A vary. The results are depited in Figure 1,whih are obtained by using an optimization proedure in Mathematia 5.2. We solved theproblem for n = 2p, p = 1; : : : ; 5, and we used the minimizing path found for n = 2q�1 asstarting path in the optimization proedure for n = 2q, q = 2; : : : ; 5 (for n = 2 we do not havea nie starting path). Hene, the depited paths are assoiated with n = 25 = 32. We notethat the above approah is muh faster than solving the optimizing problem diretly for n = 32(without an appropriate starting path). We observed that the optimizing problem an be solvedin a relatively small amount of time if n � 32. For higher values of n the obtained path isalmost similar to the one obtained for n = 32, but the omputation requires more time. Inthe �rst, seond and third olumn of Figure 1 we depit (f1(i�32); i�32), (f2(i�32); i�32) and11



T a n0;1 n0;2 PIS #IS �IS PMC #MC �MC1 6 1 4 6:1 � 10�4 1559 12.4 6:2 � 10�4 622085 341.11 6 1 0 3:0 � 10�4 3312 16.4 2:7 � 10�4 1468866 523.43 6 1 4 1:5 � 10�2 2441 17.2 1:4 � 10�2 27518 35.93 6 1 0 5:1 � 10�3 22745 91.4 4:9 � 10�3 78851 77.76 6 1 4 4:0 � 10�2 12821 80.4 3:7 � 10�2 9397 23.46 6 1 0 2:0 � 10�2 74237 390.1 1:8 � 10�2 22397 44.9Table 1: Simulation results for struture (i): omparison with MC simulation (times in seonds).
(f1(i�32); f2(i�32)), i = 0; : : : ; 32, respetively. We note that we have, besides the ones depitedin Figure 1, onsidered many other senarios. Also in these ases, the minimizing paths do notseem to be linear.Although the shapes of the MPPs orresponding to senarios (a)-() are not always trivial,the shape of the path orresponding to senario (d) perhaps requires some more explanation. Inpartiular, the shape of the path orresponding to lass 1 is surprising in this senario: it �rstslightly dereases, and then it starts to inrease. A possible explanation for this phenomenonmay be the following. In [2℄ it was shown that there exists a unique point n� = (n�1; n�2)suh that �i = di(n�), i = 1; 2. This is the equilibrium point of the so-alled uid limit: thesystem operates (most likely) most of the time around this point. The uid limit is obtained byboth speeding up the arrivals and servie speed by a �xed fator, and then letting this fatorgo to in�nity. It an be shown that the resulting normalized Markov proess onverges to adeterministi limit. From Proposition 2.1 in [2℄ it follows that n�1 = 0:5625 and n�2 = 0:46875in senarios (a)-(d). Realling that the path starts in n0 = (3; 0) in senario (d), we see thatthe MPP initially evolves in the diretion of the uid limit, but then hanges its diretion tomake sure that f2(T ) > 6. It remains, however, hard to fully explain the shapes of the MPPsin general. One an expet that the MPP from any n0 to any set A is more or less linear if Tis relatively small. In ontrast, if T is relatively large, then one an expet that the MPP �rstdrifts to n�, and then hanges its diretion towards set A, see e.g. [12℄.To quantify the performane of the proposed IS sheme we take the same parameter values asabove, where we let T , n0 and set A vary. We onsider three strutures for A: (i) ff jf1(T ) > ag,(ii) ff jf2(T ) > ag and (iii) ff jf1(T ) + f2(T ) > ag, with a > 0. The results are presentedin Tables 1-4. These results (and also the ones in the next subsetion) are obtained withMathematia 5.2 and are tested on a personal omputer with an AMDAthlon 64 3500+ proessor(2.2 GHz). In the tables #IS (#MC) denotes the number of runs needed with IS (MC) simulationto obtain a on�dene of 95% and a relative eÆieny (i.e., the ratio of the on�dene intervalhalf-length to the estimated value) of 10%, and �IS (�MC) denotes the time needed with IS (MCsimulation). Note that �IS onsists of two parts: (a) �nding the optimal path and (b) performingthe simulation with the new input distributions.Table 1 ompares IS with MC simulation. The MC estimator is obtained by simulating inde-pendent runs of the original model (starting in n0) until time T , and subsequently determiningthe fration of the runs that are suh that f(T ) 2 A. The table shows that for a relatively largevalue of P (larger than 0.01), MC simulation yields an aurate estimate muh faster than theIS sheme does. In ontrast, for a relatively small value of P (smaller than 0.01), IS signi�-
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Figure 1: Single-node network: The minimizing paths of K 32(f; T ) in four senarios. Senario(a): T = 3, A = ff jf1(n) > 8g and n0 = (1; 4). Senario (b): T = 6, A = ff jf1(T ) > 8g andn0 = (1; 4). Senario (): T = 3, A = ff jf2(T ) > 12g and n0 = (1; 4). Senario (d): T = 1,A = ff jf2(T ) > 6g and n0 = (3; 0). The left panel shows f�1 (�) as funtion of time t. Themiddle panel shows f�2 (�) as funtion of time t. The right panel shows the parametri plot of(f�1 (�); f�2 (�)). Sine we only know both f�1 (�) and f�2 (�) at n + 1 = 33 time points, we linearlyinterpolate between onseutive points. 13



T a n0;1 n0;2 PIS #IS �IS1 10 1 0 3:3 � 10�8 3509 18.91 14 1 0 5:1 � 10�13 4744 24.42 10 1 0 2:9 � 10�6 6762 33.92 14 1 0 7:3 � 10�10 8123 40.73 10 1 0 2:6 � 10�5 12439 59.23 14 1 0 2:5 � 10�8 12526 63.71 10 1 4 4:2 � 10�8 2861 17.51 14 1 4 7:8 � 10�13 3349 20.62 10 1 4 6:0 � 10�6 2680 19.52 14 1 4 1:2 � 10�9 4686 28.53 10 1 4 6:2 � 10�5 4173 25.83 14 1 4 5:6 � 10�8 5847 37.4Table 2: Simulation results for struture (i): rare events (times in seonds).
T a n0;1 n0;2 PIS #IS �IS1 10 1 0 5:4 � 10�7 2702 15.31 14 1 0 1:0 � 10�10 3624 21.52 10 1 0 3:1 � 10�5 8958 40.42 14 1 0 8:4 � 10�8 4756 28.63 10 1 0 1:6 � 10�4 10423 51.03 14 1 0 1:7 � 10�6 18663 94.61 16 1 4 5:5 � 10�9 2776 16.21 20 1 4 7:2 � 10�13 3580 21.12 16 1 4 1:1 � 10�6 2613 17.62 20 1 4 1:7 � 10�9 3792 24.43 16 1 4 8:0 � 10�6 3517 24.63 20 1 4 6:2 � 10�8 4152 25.9Table 3: Simulation results for struture (ii): rare events (times in seonds).

antly outperforms MC simulation. Clearly, this is no surprise: the IS sheme presented in theAppendix is based on large deviations results, and therefore one expets this sheme to performwell in ase the underlying event is rare, i.e., if P is relatively small.Tables 2, 3 and 4 show the performane of our sheme in ase of rare events. As mentioned inSetion 2.2, in this ase MC simulation is infeasible. Therefore, we have deided not to omparethe performane of the IS sheme with that of the MC simulation. These tables show that oursheme works remarkably well for rare events: we are able to estimate probabilities up to 10�13in a fast way.The results also show that the performane of the IS sheme dereases as T inreases (for�xed other model parameters), i.e., more runs are needed to ahieve the required eÆieny.This an be explained as follows. As T inreases and n (the number of subintervals) remainsonstant, the approximation of the minimizing path beomes less aurate, and therefore theperformane of the IS algorithm is also negatively a�eted.
14



T a n0;1 n0;2 PIS #IS �IS1 20 1 0 2:3 � 10�13 4396 67.62 25 1 0 5:1 � 10�13 6605 80.83 30 1 0 1:2 � 10�13 12017 107.11 20 1 4 9:6 � 10�10 3281 52.12 25 1 4 3:5 � 10�10 5156 60.43 30 1 4 4:0 � 10�11 8483 86.2Table 4: Simulation results for struture (iii): rare events (times in seonds).
We also empirially observed that, for �xed arbitrarily hosen n0 and T ,limk!1 log E p0 �1f(T )2A�kL2(f)�log E p0 �1f(T )2A�kL(f)� ; (8)

is lose to (but smaller than) 2, where p0 is the IS-distribution and A � k := fn : n=k 2 Ag. Itis noted that one an estimate both denominator and numerator in (8) by using the simulationoutput. The above suggests that our IS sheme is nearly asymptotially optimal [6℄, whih wean, however, not formally prove.
6.2 Linear networkWe next onsider a linear network that onsists of L nodes, where node i has apaity i. Thereare I = L+ 1 lasses of users: eah lass orresponds to a spei� route in the network. Class-iusers require servie at node i only, i = 1; : : : ; L, whereas lass-(L+ 1) users require servie atall L nodes simultaneously. In order to obtain the alpha-fair alloation we have to solve thefollowing optimization problem for state n 6= 0:max PIi=1 Ui(xi)subjet to nixi + nL+1xL+1 � iover xi � 0; i = 1; : : : ; L+ 1:Only in ase i = , i = 1; : : : ; L, i.e., if all nodes have the same apaity, there exist expliitexpressions for the optimizing x�i s. In that ase the optimizers are suh that

sL+1(n) = nL+1x�L+1 = (�L+1n�L+1)1=�(�L+1n�L+1)1=� + (PLj=1 �jn�j )1=� ;si(n) = nix�i = (1� sL+1(n))1ni>0; i = 1; : : : ; L:Therefore, we �nd that dL+1(n) equalsmin( (�L+1n�L+1)1=�(�L+1n�L+1)1=� + (PLj=1 �jn�j )1=� ; nL+1rL+1
) ;

and di(n), for i = 1; : : : ; L, equals
min( (PLj=1 �jn�j )1=�(�L+1n�L+1)1=� + (PLj=1 �jn�j )1=�

! 1ni>0; niri) :
15



T a1 a2 PIS #IS �IS PMC #MC �MC1 6 6 6:1 � 10�2 2308 126.9 6:5 � 10�2 5527 8.81 8 8 7:8 � 10�3 2102 140.3 7:7 � 10�3 49912 78.52 8 8 4:6 � 10�2 5045 145.2 4:6 � 10�2 7908 23.42 10 10 8:5 � 10�3 4573 172.5 8:9 � 10�3 40859 121.33 10 10 2:8 � 10�2 9722 274.2 3:0 � 10�2 12010 52.63 12 12 6:7 � 10�3 19131 306.3 6:8 � 10�3 53159 232.3Table 5: Simulation results for the linear network: omparison with MC simulation (times inseonds).
T a1 a2 PIS #IS �IS1 15 15 1:6 � 10�7 6481 191.31 20 20 7:0 � 10�12 10782 199.72 20 20 3:7 � 10�8 10994 175.12 25 25 1:1 � 10�11 19255 272.73 25 25 3:0 � 10�9 19326 312.03 30 30 2:0 � 10�12 48310 631.5Table 6: Simulation results for the linear network: rare events (times in seonds).

The steady-state distribution of N(t) is only tratable if � = 1, �i = �, j = , and ri � ,i = 1; : : : ; L + 1, j = 1; : : : ; L. Under the stability ondition max1�i�L �i + �L+1 < , thesteady-state distribution of N(t) is suh that �(n) equals [13℄QLi=1(� �i � �L+1)(� �L+1)L�1 (n1 + � � �+ nL+1)!(n1 + � � �+ nL)!nL+1! L+1Yi=1 ��i �ni ;n 2 N L+10 .We test the performane of our IS sheme in ase L = 2, �1 = 1, �2 = 1:75, �3 = 2, �1 = 2,�2 = 4, �3 = 5, r1 = 0:6, r2 = 0:3, r3 = 0:8, g1 = 2, g2 = 1, g3 = 0:5, � = 1, and startingstate (1; 2; 1). Furthermore, we assume i =  = 1, i = 1; 2, suh that we have a losed-formexpression for di(n), i = 1; 2; 3, and we let T and A vary. We assume that A has strutureff jf1(T )+f3(T ) > a1; f2(T )+f3(T ) > a2g, with a1; a2 > 0. The results are given in Tables 5-6.The results again show that the rare event probabilities an be estimated rather eÆiently.Compared to the single-node network, it now takes muh more time to �nd the MPP (whih ingeneral has a non-linear shape), as one needs to optimize over more entries.
7 ConlusionWe analyzed a network where lasses share apaity aording to an alpha-fair sharing poliy.We foused on the probability P that, given that the network is in some state n0 at time 0, thenetwork is in some set of states A at time T , i.e., P = P(N(T ) 2 AjN(0) = n0). In partiular,we assumed that n0 and A are suh that P is small, i.e., the underlying event is rare. As
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no analytial expressions are known for P , we devised an IS sheme for quik and aurateestimation.In this paper we studied the transient behavior, but a topi for further researh is thederivation of an approximation of �(A), where �(�) denotes the steady-state distribution ofN(t). Using regenerative arguments, one an obtain �(A) by dividing the expeted time thatthe proess spends in set A during a yle from n0 to n0, by the assoiated expeted yle time,see e.g. Corollary 1.4 in [1℄. One may use spei� measures to estimate both numerator anddenominator, so-alled measure spei� dynami IS, see e.g. [9℄. Dynami refers to the fat thatper run the IS is turned on until the event of interest ours and turned o� thereafter.
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AppendixBelow we present the pseudoode of an IS sheme that an be used to estimate rare eventprobabilities.IS AlgorithmCompute (or approximate) the minimizing path f�.Divide T into n subintervals of length �n := T=n.FOR j = 1 TO R~Ni(0) n0;i, i = 1; : : : ; I.Set the likelihood ratio equal to 1: Lj  1.FOR k = 1 TO n~Ni(k�n) ~Ni((k � 1)�n), i = 1; : : : ; I.Simulate Arrivals of type i as Poisson proess of rate ��i (k�n).Simulate Departures of type i as Poisson proess of rate ��i (k�n).Thus K events are generated, with inter-event times t1; : : : ; tK.FOR ` = 1 TO KIF Event(`) = Arrival of type iTHENUpdate likelihood:Lj  Lj � exp((��i (k�n)� �i)t`)� (�i=��i (k�n)).~Ni(k�n) ~Ni(k�n) + 1.IF Event(`) = Departure of type i AND ~Ni(k�n) > 0THENUpdate likelihood:Lj  Lj � exp((��i (k�n)� �i( ~N(k�n)))t`)� (�i( ~N(k�n))=��i (k�n)).~Ni(k�n) ~Ni(k�n)� 1.IF Event(`) = Departure of type i AND ~Ni(k�n) = 0THEN
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Set the likelihood ratio equal to 0: Lj  0.Abort urrent simulation run and proeed with the next run.ENDSet tK equal to 0 when K = 0.FOR i = 1 TO IUpdate likelihood:Lj  Lj � exp((��i (k�n)� �i)(�n � tK))� exp((��i (k�n)� �i( ~N(k�n)))(�n � tK))ENDENDPut Ij  1 if N(n�n) 2 A, and 0 else.ENDEstimator PIS  R�1 �PRj=1 LjIj :Justi�ation of the IS algorithm: We simulate the proess ~N(t) = ( ~N1(t); : : : ; ~NI(t)) during atime period of T units, given that ~N(0) = n0, where~Ni(t) := ~Ni;up(t)� ~Ni;down(t); i = 1; : : : ; I;with ~Ni;up(t) being a Poisson proess of rate ��i (k�n) and ~Ni;down(t) being a Poisson proessof rate ��i (k�n) if t 2 [(k � 1)�n; k�n), k = 1; : : : ; n. Clearly, this orresponds to the proessdesribed in Setion 2.1, but with di�erent input distributions and with a di�erent state spae,as the state spae of ~N(t) is ZI , whereas that of N(t) is N I0 � ZI . Sine ~N(t) an take anyvetor in ZI (and thus in N I0) with positive probability, it follows from Setion 2.2 that we anobtain an unbiased IS estimator of P by simulating ~N(t) and by keeping trak of the likelihoodratio in eah run.We use that the interarrival times are exponentially distributed with mean 1=��i (k�n) (1=�i)under the new (old) measure if t 2 [(k � 1)�n; k�n). Also, we exploit that the servie require-ments are exponentially distributed with mean 1=��i (k�n) (1=�i( ~N(t)), with ~Ni(t) > 0) underthe new (old) measure, if t 2 [(k � 1)�n; k�n). Clearly, if ~Ni(t) = 0 and a departure of lass iours, then we reah a state that is infeasible in our model (that is, under the original proba-bility measure), so that we set L equal to zero when this ours. Sine the likelihood ratio willstay zero one it has reahed zero, one an abort the urrent simulation run. By simulating Rindependent runs, adding all the likelihood ratios at time n�n = T of the runs that are suhthat ~N(T ) 2 A, and dividing this sum by R, we obtain an unbiased estimator of P .Remark: The obvious advantage of the above algorithm is that the hange-of-measure has to beomputed just one, and an be applied in all runs. The drawbak is that there is no ontrolwithin the run: if the proess happens to deviate from the minimizing path, it is not diretedbak towards this path. These onsiderations may lead to the following approah. Denote byf�(�jn0; A; T ) the minimizing path orresponding to the probability P . De�neg(s) := f�(sj ~N(t); A; T � t);i.e., suppose that we �nd ourselves in state ~N(t) at time t, and we wish to reah set A at time T ,then g(s) de�nes the most likely position at time s+ t. Note that this implies that g(0) = f�(t).This gives rise to use the rates~�i(t) := 12g0i(t) + 12q(g0i(t))2 + 4�i�i( ~N(t));
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~�i(t) := �12g0i(t) + 12q(g0i(t))2 + 4�i�i( ~N(t));i = 1; : : : ; I. It an be heked that also for these rates the expeted position at time t is f�(t),but the di�erene with the �rst algorithm is that the proess evolution is better ontrolled,f. [4, 7℄. In pratie the interval [0; T ℄ is again split into n subintervals, and the rates ~�i(k�n)and ~�i(k�n) are used in the k-th interval. Unfortunately, this approah is very time-onsuming,as it requires the alulation of a minimizing path in eah of the n subintervals.
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